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The Living Standards Measurement Study
The Living Standards Measurement Study (LsMs)was established by the World
Bank in 1980to explore ways of improving the type and quality of household data
collected by statistical offices in developing countries. Its goal is to foster increased
use of household data as a basis for policy decisionmaking. Specifically, the LSMS
is working to develop new methods to monitor progress in raising levels of living,
to identify the consequences for households of past and proposed government
policies, and to improve communications between survey statisticians, analysts,
and policymakers.
The LSMS Working Paper series was started to disseminate intermediate products from the LSMS.Publications in the series include critical surveys covering different aspects of the LSMS data collection program and reports on improved
methodologies for using Living Standards Survey (Lss) data. More recent publications recommend specific survey, questionnaire, and data processing designs and
demonstrate the breadth of policy analysis that can be carried out using LSS data.
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Foreword
The Living Standard Measurement Study surveys have been an important tool in
measuring and understandingpoverty in developing countries. The Poverty and Human
ResourcesDivisionof the Policy ResearchDepartmenthas undertakena concerted effort in the
last three years to improve the accessibilityto researchers of data from the surveys. The major
part of that initiativehas been to improve the documentationof each data set. This has greatly
reduced the start-upcosts to new users. The division, in concert with other parts of the World
Bank, has also been encouraging countries to adopt more open data access policies and to
improve data dissemination services. This paper is important because it provides the first
comparative"catalogue"of LSMSdata sets, their differences,and the rules governingtheir use.

Lyn Squire, Director
Policy ResearchDepartment
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Abstract
This documentserves two purposes. First, for analystswith a general notion that LSMS
data may be of interest for their work, the document provides a brief summary of the data
available from, and access agreementsrelevantto, each country, and of the services offered as
part of the World Bank's ongoing data management activities. This should help interested
researchers to assess whether and how to pursue the use of a specific data set. For further
information, the researcher should follow the procedures explained in Chapter IV on "Data
Accessand Content" beginning on page 27 and in Box 2 on page 34. Second, the document
serves as a brief introductionand historyof the LSMS. For those unfamiliarwith LSMS, it will
provide a basic orientation. For those familiarwith LSMS surveysin the context of one or two
countries, it providesa broader picture. Since there is greater diversity in country experiences
than widely recognized, this emphasis is important.
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I. Introduction
The Living Standards MeasurementStudy was establishedby the World Bank in 1980
to explore ways of improvingthe type and quality of household data collected by government
statistical offices in developingcountries.' The objectivesof the LSMS were to develop new
methods for monitoring progress in raising levels of living, to identify the consequences for
households of current and proposed government policies, and to improve communications
between survey statisticians, analysts, and policymakers (see Chander, Grootaert and Pyatt,
1980, for the original statementof purpose and work program).
To accomplish these objectives, LSMS activities have encompassed a range of tasks
concerned with the design, implementationand analysis of household surveys in developing
countries. In the initial years, work centeredon evaluatingsurveyexperienceprior to the 1980s,
identifying what information would be most useful to collect, and how the collection of such
information could be made feasible. From 1985 to about 1991, LSMS work concentrated
heavily on the implementationof LSMS surveys. As the number of resulting householdsurvey
data sets grew, so did the use of those surveys to analyze the linkages between household
behavior, household living standards and the constraints they face, including how those
constraints are changed by governmentactions. Since about 1991, survey implementationand
analysis has continued with greater emphasisin the project on building analytic capacityas well
as data collection capacity. Furthermore, greater weight than previously is being put on
documentingpast surveys,ensuringthat surveysare availableto interestedresearchers,providing
pedagogicalmaterialsand evaluatingthe experience of the first surveys.
This documentserves two purposes. First, for analystswith a general notion that LSMS
data may be of interest for their work, the document provides a brief summary of the data
availablefrom, and access agreementsrelevant to, each country, and of the services offered as
part of the World Bank's ongoingLSMSdata managementactivities. This shouldhelp interested
researchers to assess whether and how to pursue the use of a specific data set. Second, the
document serves as a brief introductionand history of the LSMS. For those unfamiliar with
LSMS, it will provide a basic overview. For those familiar with LSMS surveys in the context
of one or two countries, it providesa broaderpicture. Since there is greater diversity in country
experiences than is commonlyrecognized, this emphasis is important.

1. Originallythe LSMSreferredto a set of activitiesfundedby a specificresearchgrant. Overtheyears,the tern
has come to refer to a largerset of activitiesthatsharethe sameobjectives,regardlessof the source of their
financing.Thispaperrefersto the latterdefinition.

II. What is an LSMS Survey?
Two characteristicsdistinguishLSMS surveys: (i) multi-topicquestionnairesdesignedto
study multiple aspects of household welfare and behavior and (ii) extensive quality control
features. In the past, there was a time when a survey was considered to be an LSMS survey
because it was carried out with technical assistance from staff in the relevant division at the
World Bank (now called PRDPH2 ), but, as the numberof surveys grows and as the role of the
division changes, this is no longer a reliable indicator of how well a survey fits the LSMS
prototype. Here, we will look at each characteristic in turn, and then we will examine the
variations that there have been in the design and content of existing LSMS-typesurveys.
Multi-TopicQuestionnaires
The main objective of LSMS surveys is to collect household data that can be used to
assesshouseholdwelfare, to understandhouseholdbehavior,and to evaluate the effect of various
government policies on the living conditionsof the population. Accordingly, LSMS surveys
collect data on many dimensions of household well-being, including consumption, income,
savings, employment,health, education,fertility, nutrition, housingand migration (see Box 1).
A more detailed summary of the questionnairesused in Ghana is provided in Annex A. See
Grootaert (1986) for the household questionnaire used in C6te d'Ivoire, and Ainsworth and
others (1992) for the Tanzanian householdquestionnaire.
Three different kinds of questionnairesare normally used: the householdquestionnaire,
which collects detailed informationon the household members; the communityquestionnaire,
in which key communityleaders and groups are asked about communityinfrastructure;and the
price questionnaire, in which market vendors are asked about prices. A fourth type of
questionnaire, schoolor health facilityquestionnaires,is sometimesused as well.
Household Questionnaire. Becausewelfare is measuredby consumptionin most LSMS
research on poverty,3 measurementof consumptionis stronglyemphasizedin the questionnaires.
There are detailedquestionson cash expenditures,on the value of food items grown at home

2. This division can trace its descent directly from the original Living StandardsUnit (LSU) establishedin the
DevelopmentResearchDepartmentin 1980. In the 1987reorganizationof the World Bank, the unit was renamed
the Welfare and Human Resources Division and moved to the Populationand Human Resources Department
(PHRWH). Despite this change, its mandate stayed relatively constant. In 1992, new functionsof monitoring
poverty levels worldwide and of monitoring the World Bank's implementationof various poverty alleviation
strategies were added to the division, and the division was renamed the Poverty Analysis and Policy Division
(PHRPA), while remaining in the same department. In the January 1993 reorganizationof the World Bank's
research complex, LSMSactivities(and most of its associatedstaff) were moved into the newly created Poverty
and Human ResourcesDivisionof the Policy Research Department(PRDPH). This division is the focal point of
research on a range of issues (poverty, health, fertility, nutrition, education,employmentand their interlinkages).
LSMSactivitiescomplementmost of the division's mandate,but now constituteonly one part of it.
3. Of course, the LSMS data are rich enough to allow other indicators of household welfare to be used (see
Glewweand van der Gaag, 1988).
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Box 1: Modules in LSMS Questionnaires
Moduk

Respondent

Subject

Household Questionnaire:
Head of
household/principal
respondent

Household roster, demographic data, information on
parents of all household members

Food expenditures

Best-informed household
member

Food expenditures in the past 14 days and past 12
months; consumption of home production in past 12
months

Non-Food
Expenditures

Best-informed household
member

Expenditures in the past 14 days and past 12 months;
remittances to other households

Housing

Head of
household/principal
respondent

Type of dwelling; housing and utilities expenditures

Durable Goods

Best-informed household
member

Inventory of durable goods and their characteristics

Non-farm selfemployment

Best-informed household
member for each of three
businesses

Income, expenditures, and assets for three most
important household businesses

Agro-pastoral
activities

Best-informed household
member

Land, crops, income, and expenditure from raising
crops and animals; livestock and farm equipment
inventory

Economic Activities

All household members 7
years and older (all
adults must respond for
themselves)

Employment, income, and time data for the main and
secondary jobs in the last 7 days and the last 12
months; employment history; unemployment spells in
the last 12 months; time use in the home

Other income

Best-informed household
member

Income from other sources, including remittances
from other households

Saving and credit

Best-informed household
member

Savings and net debt the day of the interview;
characteristics of outstanding loans to and from
household members

Household
Composition

Consumption
Modules

Income-related
Modules
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Box 1: Modules in LSMS Questionnaires
Module

Respondent

Subject

Sectoral Modules
Education

Head of
household/principal
respondent

Completed schooling and schooling expenditures for
all household members 5 or older; schooling and
other information of all non-member children under
30

Health

All household members
(parents respond for
young children)

Utilization of health services and medical
expenditures for any illness in the last four weeks;
utilization of and expenditures for preventive services
in the last 12 months

Migration

All household members
15 years and older

Place of birth, time and current place of residence,
and reasons for first and last moves

Fertility

One randomly selected
woman 15 years or older

Birth history; use of maternity services and duration
of breastfeeding for last live birth

Anthropometrics

Height and weight measurements of all household
members

CommunityQuestionnaire
Demographics

Community leader

Size, growth, ethnic mix

Economy and
Infrastructure

Community leader

Economic activities, access to roads, electricity,
water, public services such as public transport, mail
service, etc.

Education

Headmaster or
Community leader

Location and characteristics of schools serving
community

Health

Health workers or
Community leader

Location and characteristics of health facilities
serving community

Agriculture

Extension agent or
Community leader

Farming practices, agricultural services available

Price Questionnaire
Market, shops

Prices on frequently purchased items
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or received as gifts and on the ownership of housing and durable goods (for example, cars,
televisions,bicyclesand sewingmachines)to make it possibleto assign them a use rental value.
A wide range of income informationis also collected. For individualsin formal sector
jobs, most surveyscontain detailedquestionsabout wages, bonusesand various forms of in-kind
compensation. Informationis usually sought on secondaryas well as principal jobs. At the
householdlevel, lengthy agricultureand small enterprisemodulesare designedto yieldestimates
of net householdincome from theseactivities. Other sources of miscellaneousincome, such as
the receipt of private transfers (for example, child support or remittances from abroad), public
transfers (in cash or in kind), lottery winningsand interest income, are recorded as well.
Collecting data on a variety of household characteristics (including those on health,
education, fertility and migration)from the same householdsmakes it possible to analyze the
important relationships among different aspects that make up the quality of life, such as the
impact of parents' educationon child nutritionor the effect of healthstatuson employment. The
sectoral modulescollect such information. However, they are shorter, and the amountof detail
provided on any one topic is smaller, comparedto a single-topicsurvey.
Community Questionnaires. In order to limit the length of the household questionnaire,

information on local conditionsthat are common to all householdsin the area is gathered in the
communityquestionnaire. These questionnairesare typically used only in rural areas, where
local communitiesare easier to define than in urban areas. The informationcovered by the
questionnaireusually includesthe locationand qualityof nearby healthfacilitiesand schools,the
condition of local infrastructure such as roads, the sources of fuel and water, the availabilityof
electricity, means of communicationand agriculturalconditionsand practices.
Price Questionnaires. In countries where prices vary considerably among regions, it is

important to gather information on the prices that households are faced with in practice (see
Ravallionand Bidani, 1992). Thus, in most LSMS surveys,questionnaireshave been developed
to compile information on the prices of commonlypurchasedgoods.
Special Facility Questionnaires. Sometimes very detailed information on schools or

healthclinics is desired. When this is the case, special facilityquestionnairesmay be developed
to supplementor replace those sectionsof the communityquestionnaire.
Extensive Quality Control Procedures
In order to minimize errors and delays in data processing, LSMS surveys are
implementedusing proceduresthat resolve most inconsistenciesin the data before they reach the
central statisticaloffice. Here, we will highlight those elements that are distinctive in LSMS
surveys, as opposed to those that LSMS surveys share with other good household surveys.4

4. This subsection draws heavily from Ainsworth (1986). See also Ainsworth and Munoz (1986) and Grosh and
Munoz (1994).
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QuestionnaireFormat. Severalfeaturesof the questionnairehelp to minimizeinterviewer
error. For example, the questionnairemakes extensive use of screening questions so that the
skip pattern is automatic, requiring virtually no decisionmakingby the interviewer. All of the
questions are written out exactly as they are to be asked. Moreover, suggested questions for
further probing are printedon the questionnairefor consumptionitems, crops and durablegoods.
Together, these features reduce the conceptual skills required of the interviewers and the
potential for variation among them, and also save time as the interviewerdoes not have to pause
to consider how to phrase each questionor how to follow the skip pattern.
Other features eliminatea numberof steps (and thus the opportunityfor error and delay)
in the processing of data. Almost all potential responses to each question are marked on the
questionnairewith a numberedcode, and the interviewer writes only the response code on the
5 Further, the householdquestionnaireis designed so that the data can be entered
questionnaire.
into the computer straight from the completedquestionnaire,thus eliminatingthe additionalstep
of transcribing codes onto data entry sheets.
An important element in the design of the LSMS questionnaireis that changes can be
made to the questionnairequicklyand easily, either in responseto the field test or over the years
as policy needs change. The questionnairesare produced on microcomputers using special
formattingpackages.6 This also simplifiestranslationsas the verbal parts can be overwritten
in the local language, leaving the skip codes, the response codes and the general format intact.
Organizationof Fieldwork. Fieldwork and data entry are highly decentralizedin fullfledged LSMS surveys. The core work is performed by a team consistingof a supervisor, two
interviewers, an anthropometrist, a data entry operator and a driver. The team is based in a
regional office equippedwith a personalcomputerfor data entry. The dataentry operator works
only at the field office, while the other membersof the team travel between the field sites and
the office. Teams are supervisedand supportedby a national survey directorate, consistingof
the survey director and assistants responsiblefor field operationsand data management.
The field work is carried out in two rounds of interviewstwo weeks apart. It is therefore
possible to check the data from the first round for consistencybefore the second round of
interviews. Thus, any inconsistenciesdetected from the first round of interviews can then be
cleared up directly with respondentsduring the second round of the interviews.
The standard fieldwork plan is as follows. During round one, which takes a week in
each village, two interviewerseach administerthe householdquestionnaireto eight households,
while the supervisor administers the community and price questionnaires (step 1). The
supervisor personally observes and evaluates one interview per interviewer during this week,
discussing improvementswith the interviewerand recording the results on a form to be sent to

5. Typicallyno more than a dozen questionsare not pre-coded.
6. One of the first of these, GRIDS, was developed specificallyfor the first LSMS surveys. Since then, other
suitable packages have appeared on the market, such as the FORMTOOLor PERFORMgraphics packages and
more recently the advanced versions of some word processingpackages.
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the nationaloffice (step 2). Followinground one in the field, the half-completedquestionnaires
are taken to the field office, where the data are recorded on computer diskettesby the data entry
operator (step 3). This takes about one week. The data entry program prints out the data
recorded for each household,highlighting any errors or inconsistencies. The supervisor then
reviews, circling on the original questionnaires the questions that must be repeated by
interviewersduring the second round (step 4).
During round two of the interview, the team returns to the field to complete the second
half of the questionnaireand to correct errors found in round one (step 5). This is followed by
field supervision (step 6), data entry (step 7) and quality control of data entry (step 8), as in
round one. Errors detected after round two are corrected only if they are data entry errors.
Thus, supervisionin the field is especiallycritical during the second round, when there is no
subsequentopportunityto capture missinginformationor to correct field errors. In the final step
(9), the diskettes of data are sent from the field office to the national office to be reviewed by
the data management specialist and consolidated with data from the other field teams.
Throughoutthis cycle, staff from the nationaloffice makeunannouncedvisits to field offices and
to interviewingsites to observe the efforts of the team membersand evaluate their performance.
Sample Size. The number of field teams is kept small so that it is feasible to supervise
them closely. LSMS surveys tend to use small samples, often in the order of 1,600 to 3,200
householdsand rarely morethan 5,000 households. Althoughlarger sampleswould have smaller
samplingerror, it was judged by surveydesignersthat non-samplingerrors would increase more
than concomitantly.7 Having a small number of teams also helps to keep the cost of supplying
them with vehicles and computerswithin bounds.
Data Management. The LSMS surveys use personal computers in the field, where all
the stages of data collection, data entry and editing are carried out. This dramaticallyreduces
the length of time between when the fieldwork ends and when the data become available for
analysis. It also improves the quality of the data. The data entry programs that have been used
for LSMS surveys have each been custom designed. This was a major innovationat the time
of the first survey in 1985. The use of commercially-availablepackages for this purpose has
now become widespread, though the thoroughness of the checks in the fully-fledgedLSMS
surveys is probably well above average even today.
As the data are keyed in, they are first submitted to a set of range checks. Numeric
variablesare constrainedto lie betweenminimumand maximumvalues, qualitativevariablescan
only have defined valid codes and chronologicalvariables are supposed to contain valid dates.
When all of the data from a singlequestionnairehave been recorded, consistencychecks are run
on data from different parts of the questionnaire. When values are out of the allowed range or
are inconsistentwith other variablevalues, the computergives audible and visual signals to the
operator. A printout is then made of all the data for each household in a format similar to that
of the questionnaire. Missing data and errors in the skip pattern appear circled in black, and
a list of specific inconsistenciesbetween different sections of the household questionnaireis
produced. If the error is due to a typographical mistake, the data entry operator corrects it
7. Unfortunately,it is impossibleto quantifythis tradeoff.
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immediately. If the questionable value is on the original questionnaire, it is referred back to the
supervisor and interviewer. A additional set of consistency checks were developed for the
anthropometric module, which automatically compares survey data on individuals' age, height
and weight with standard reference tables from the World Health Organization. The data entry
program then produces a list of those individuals with seemingly erroneous measurements so that
they can be remeasured during the second round.
Resulting Data Quality. When all of these procedures are scrupulously followed, data
quality can be very high, as shown by evidence on some dimensions of data quality for the C6te
d'Ivoire and Peru surveys. These data sets were subjected to data entry checks and corrections
in the field as explained above, but were not subjected to any further "cleaning" in the central
office. Table 1 presents statistics on missing data at the level of individuals, farms, and
business. Missing data in both surveys are extremely rare. Among the 55,843 persons in the
three surveys, for example, only 46 persons have a missing age. There are also very few
missing modules. Statistics on the coverage of the anthropometric module in the first two years
of the CMte d'Ivoire LSMS are provided in Table 2. At least one height and weight
measurement was obtained for almost 90 percent of all household members.
Table 1: MissingData
1985 Cole d'lvoire LSS
Variable
or module

1986 C6te d'lvoire LSS

Polenlial Number Percent
Potential
Number
observations Missing Missing observations Missing

1985 Peru LSS

Percent
Missing

Porential
observations

Number
Missing

Percent
Missing

Sex

14,531

2

0.01

13,867

0

0.00

27,445

0

0.00

Age

14,531

3

0.02

13,867

0

0.00

27,445

43

0.16

Parental
characteristics

13,396

5

0.04

12,902

3

0.02

26,323

15

0.06

Schooling

11,145

44

0.40

10,718

3

0.03

22,870

26

0.11

Health

13,396

7

0.05

12,902

4

0.03

26,323

121

0.46

Employment

10,164

5

0.05

9,868

8

0.08

22,121

121

0.55

Migration

7,041

13

0.18

6,725

32

0.48

15,721

100

0.64

Fertility

1,498

10

0.67

1,495

0

0.00

4,125

13

0.32

Farming

1,054

8

0.76

1,020

1

0.10

3,174

61

1.92

733

1

0.14

747

0

0.00

2,751

49

1.78

Family Business

Note. Total observationsas follows: for sex and age, all personsenumerated;for parental characteristicsand health,
all household members; for schooling module, all household members 5 and older; for employment module, all
members 7 and older for C6te d'lvoire and 6 and older for Peru; for migration module, all members 15 and
older; for fertility module, number of households with at least one woman 15 and older (C8te d'Ivoire) or 15-49
(Peru); for a farm module and business modules, number of households hat said they had a family farm or
business in round one.
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Table 2: Percent of IndividualsMeasured,AnthropometricModule
1985 Coned'lvoire LSS

1986 Cote d 'lvoire LSS

Nunber of
Individuals

Percent Measured
at Least Once

Number of
Individuals

Percent Measured
at Least Once

Total

5,383

89.9

12,868

88.4

Children
Age 0-4
Age 5-14

914
1,651

91.9
90.1

2,171
3,983

91.4
89.3

Adults

2,818

89.1

6,713

86.9

Category

Note.

Anthropometric measurements were begun midway through the 1985 CILSS. They were not undertaken in
Peru.

The accuracy of results is difficult to evaluate in the absence of other independent and
reliable sources. Accuracy should be enhanced, however, by insisting that individuals respond
for themselves. Interviewers were instructed to administer the schooling, health, employment,
migration and fertility modules individually to each household member, and to avoid proxy
responses for adults. According to Table 3, at least 93 percent of all women responded for
themselves to the fertility section and 79-89 percent of all adult household members responded
for themselves to the employment module. Non-response by entire households was due mainly
to problems locating addresses or abandoned housing. Refusal rates were 1.4 percent or less
in both surveys.
A final indicator of the quality of the data is their internal consistency. A few illustrative
checks on internal consistency are reported in Table 4. Before classifying individuals as
household members, the LSMS collects information on all persons usually living in the
household as well as those temporarily present. The first check looks at the characteristics of
the persons not classified as household members to see if they were correctly classified. Only
16 persons in the two surveys fail this check (see Table 4). According to the second check,
among individuals able to provide a birth document, fewer than one percent reported an age that
is inconsistent with the date of birth. The LSMS questionnaire provides extensive linking
between different family members within a household; the results for the third consistency check
between children and their fathers is indicative of the exceptionally high degree of internal
consistency between household members in the surveys. The last check in the table is not
absolute, since it is quite possible that a household had a vehicle but did not purchase gasoline
in the last 7 days. Over three-quarters of the households nevertheless did report expenditure on
gasoline in the two surveys.
Turnaround Times. The LSMS is noted for the short turn around time between the end
of data collection and the availability of data for analysis. Theoretically, this is a matter of only
a week or two, and in several countries basic abstracts have been completed within two to six
months of the end of field work. This speed has contributed markedly to the relevance of the
data to policymaking.
The quick turn around between the completion of field work and the
availability of data for analysis is largely due to the pre-coding in the questionnaire, the
extensive quality control during the field work, and the decentralized, concurrent data entry.
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Table 3: Self-Reporting by Respondents
1985 Coted 'lvoire LSS

1986 Cote d 'lvoireLSS

1985 Peru LSS

Number of
Observations

Percent SelfResponse

Numberof
Observations

Percent Sety
Response

Nwnber of
Observations

Percent Se#fResponse

Employment

10,159

69.3

9,860

67.3

22,000

71.5

Children
Adults

3,120
7,039

44.6
80.3

3,139
6,721

42.9
78.8

6,423
15,577

28.7
89.2

1,488

93.3

1,495

92.8

4,119

97.0

Module

Fertility
Note.

In CMted'lvoire, children are age 7-14; in Peru, they are 6-14.

Table 4: Internal
1985 Cote d 'lvoire LSS

ConsistencyCheck
Non-household
members correctly
classified as nonmembers
Among those with birth
certificates, date of
birth and age are
consistent
Among those with
father in household,
code given as father's
ID is a valid ID of an
adult male
ID code of respondent
to fertility section is
valid ID of an adult
female and corresponds
to the ID of randomly
selected female
Households reporting an
automobile also report
gas expenditure in the
past 7 days
Note:

Nwnber of Number Percent
Observa- Failing Failing
tions
Check
Check

Consistency

1986 Cote d 'lvoireLSS
Nwnber of Number
Observa- Failing
tions
Check

Percent
Failing
Check

1985 Peru LSS
Number of Number
ObservaFailing
tions
Check

Percent
Failing
Check

1,135

8

0.7

965

2

0.2

1,122

6

0.5

7,485

45

0.6

6,653

16

0.2

27,120

153

0.6

6,084

17

0.3

5,912

16

0.3

12,581

32

0.3

1,490

24

1.6

1,495

16

1.1

4,119

9

0.2

143

31

21.7

133

28

21.1

355

88

24.8

The number of observations is as follows: total non-members of household total individuals with both birth
certificates and reported ages; total persons reporting father in the household; number of fertility modules
completed; total households reporting an automobile.
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The length of time between the decisionto carry out a surveyand the time when data are
available, however, is almost always much longer. Depending on the starting point of the
country's survey infrastructure (notably the adequacy of the sample frame, availability of
equipmentand general adequacyof management),six to eighteenmonths of preparation may be
required before the survey is fielded. When the full LSMS field procedures are used, data
collectionitself takes place over a full year (though a preliminaryanalysis is sometimesdone
with the first six months of data). Thus from the first idea to the full abstract of results can take
two to three years.
Surveys by ImplementationCharacteristics. As shown in Table 5, a half dozen of the
surveyshave almost all the hallmarks of an LSMS survey (though they still differ in detail, as
will be discussedbelow in Chapter III ("A Brief History of LSMS to Date" beginningon page
15). An equal number of surveys sometimes referred to as LSMS surveys, however, are
missingone or more of the hallmarks. The decisionsto deviate from the LSMS prototype were
taken for a variety of country-specific reasons - to fit better into the local institutional
framework, to provide estimates of key variables representative of sub-national political
jurisdictions, to focus more specificallyon a particularpolicy issue, to lower costs, etc. Though
they may have offsetting advantages, these decisions often have negative implications for the
quality of the data or the range of analysis that is possible.
As seen in Table 5, there are a growing numberof surveysthat have been influencedby
the LSMS design, and in ordinary conversations may be called "LSMS-type" surveys or
otherwise linked with the LSMS. This labelling usually comes about because of the
questionnaire content - the use of a multi-topic questionnaire strong on measures of
consumption, diverse sources of income and use of public services, and sometimes with
accompanyingcommunityor price questionnaires. Much less often have the LSMS' distinctive
quality control features (e.g. high supervisionratios during field work and data entry in the field
prior to a second visit to the household)incorporatedin these "LSMS-type"surveys. The data
and documentationfor these surveysare not always available from PRDPH, though in several
cases PRDPH does archive and disseminate the data or can at least steer the reader of this
document to the right contact in the responsibledivision of the World Bank.
The reader should note that as this documentis being written, LSMS-typesurveys are
being planned in Nepal, Brazil, Paraguay, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan,and Tunisia and possibilitiesare being explored in several other countriesas well.
Furthermore, additional rounds of field work are being contemplatedin some countries where
surveys have already been carried out.
Finally, the Social Dimensionsof AdjustmentProject (SDA), carried out in the Africa
Technical Department's Human Resources and Poverty Division of the World Bank, has
assumed responsibilityfor the LSMS surveys in C6te d'Ivoire, Ghana and Mauritania. It is
sponsoring "Integrated" surveys, which are very similar to LSMS surveys, in Uganda,
Mauritania,Madagascar,Senegaland Guineaas well. Less complexhouseholdsurveyscovering
some of the same themes have been sponsored in a much larger number of Sub-Saharan
countries. The regional unit should be contacteddirectly for information on the contents and
availability of those surveys. The Cornell UniversityFood and NutritionPolicy Program has
also sponsoredsurveys of similar characteristicsfor Guinea and Mozambique.
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Table 5: Some Features of LSMS-Type Surveys Available from PRDPH a
LSMS Unit
Involvement
in Implemen-

Use of LSMS Quality Assurance Features
Country

Years

Questionnaire

Questionnaire
Format

Field work
Organization

Data Entry
Program

Small
Sample

taiion

Peru

1985

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1985, 86,

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1987, 88

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

1988

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Jamaica

1988-94

partial

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

Bolivia

1989, 90,
91, 92

partial

yes

no

yes

no

yes

Peru

1990, 91,
94_

partial

yes

partial

yes

yes

partial

Morocco

1991

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Pakistan

1991

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Venezuela

1991, 92,
93

partial

yes

no

no

no

yes

Russia

1992-93,
94

partial

no

no

no

no

no

Guyana

1993

partial

yes

no

yes

yes

no

Nicaragua

1993

yes

yes

partial

yes

yes

no

South Africa

1993

yes

yes

partial

yes

no

yes

Vietnam

1993

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Tanzania

1993

partial

yes

no

no

yes

no

1991-1993

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Kyrgyzstan

1994

partial

no

no

no

yes

no

Ecuador

1994

yes

yes

partial

yes

yes

yes

Romania

1994, 95

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

C6te d'lvoire

87, 88

Ghana
Mauritania

- national

Tanzania
- Kagera

Note: a. There are some qualifications to the adequacy of PRDPH's support of these data sets. These are given in Table 10.
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IX. A Brief History of LSMS to Date
The LSMS surveys are not a static, uniform product. Each is different from previous
surveys and sometimes the differences are considerable. We expect that more differences will
appear in the future, and that these may become increasingly large. This section describes some
of the factors shaping the evolution of LSMS surveys, a history of those carried out to date,
their use, and PRDPH's present activities in support of the surveys.

Evolutionin LSMS Surveys
Motivation. First, the main motivation for the surveys has shifted from research to
operational policy analysis. The earliest LSMS surveys were carried out as research projects.
The first goal was to determine whether it was feasible to gather such comprehensive data. The
second goal was to conduct research to better understand household behavior and its implications
for government programs. Emphasis was on analysis of the determinants of many aspects of
welfare and their interaction, rather than on precise measurements of a few aspects of welfare.
When the first surveys proved feasible and their analysis fruitful, policymakers and their
advisors realized that data from the surveys could be very useful in policymaking. The
descriptions of the welfare of the population and of the use of government services were
especially valued. Some of the results from the more sophisticated studies of the determinants

of welfare and the impact of policies were also valued by the operations audience, but perhaps
less so than by the academic community.
The shift in motivation for the surveys is leading to some changes in them and
considerable variation from country to country. Some of the content is being adjusted. Often
there is a desire to have estimates of indicators accurate at sub-national levels. This requires
a much larger sample and thus raises the question whether quality and comprehensiveness can

be maintained. The need to build local analyticcapacityin additionto capacitybuilding for data
collection is also growing as a result of this trend.
The Actors. The second factor that is changing is the cast of actors involved and their
roles in implementingnew surveys. In the early years the LSMS division wore many hats
simultaneously. It usually provided the impetus to carry out a survey in a particular coun.ry.
It often arranged and administeredthe financingfor the survey. It provided all the technical
assistance. And it was often the main user of the data.
Now these hats are being worn by many differentactors. The main impetusto do a new
survey is now much more likelyto come from the operationalstaff of the World Bank or some
other international agency or from the country itself rather than from the LSMS division.
Financingis arranged and administeredby the operationalstaff of the Bank or other international
agency. Some of the technical assistance is still provided by the LSMS division, but,
increasingly, other parties are providing technical assistanceinstead. And the LSMS division
does a smaller proportion of the analysis on any one country's data.
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BuildingLocalAnalytic Capacity. When the first few surveyprojects were designed, the
principal constraint to the use of data in policy making was taken to be the lack of data. The
projectstherefore concentratedon collectingdata. Experiencesoon showed, however, that there
is another constraint to using data to inform policy decisions - weak local analytic capacity.
Most recent survey projects have begun to address this constraint. The range of options has
varied extensively. At minimum,a few tens of thousandsof dollars are includedin the project
to commissionlocal analysisor to providea little training to staff of the statisticalagency in how
to produce an abstract. In South Africa, when the basic abstract was ready, a set of seminars
were held to publicize the survey, its results and the public availability of the data and their
documentation. A second seminar was held to present the results of the some of the studies
done by those who received the data at the first conferences. In Tanzania, a similar strategy is
being used, with severalmonths of short, intenseworkshops(in the use of appropriatecomputer
software,on statistics,on microeconomics)plannedas well. In Jamaica, the first survey project
dedicated$0.5 million to data collection. After several years, a second project was developed
that spent $3 million to build analytic capacity in the planning agencies, the university and the
ministries of health, education and welfare, and $0.5 million was provided for further data
collection.
Changing Technological Environment.

Many of the practical issues in survey

implementationare heavily influencedby computertechnology. Indeed, it was the dawn of the
personal computer age that made possible the original innovations of the LSMS such as
concurrent data entry, error detection and revisiting householdswhile still in the field.
Since their beginning, LSMS surveys have not changed much with respect to their use
of technology, though certain things have become easier. For example, the original customdesigned software to format the questionnaireis no longer necessary now that a variety of
commerciallyavailablegraphicsand word processingpackagesare adequatefor the task. With
the advances in analytic, word processing and graphics software, survey abstracts can now
present more sophisticatedanalysis in much more appealing form.
Three new changes in technologythat may affect how LSMS surveys are implemented
are already in view, and more are surely developing. Commercially supported data entry
packages may soon supersede the customizeddata entry programs that have been used to date
for LSMS surveys. When these are used, it will be crucial to maintaintechnicalassistanceand
training in the conceptual issues of how to handle hierarchical file structures and how to
determinerange and consistencychecks.
Soon hardware will have evolved to the point where it is simple to take the data entry
function on the road with the interviewers rather than having the data entry operator and
computerlocated at a base stationin the region where surveyingis taking place. This may lead
to some changes in how the day to day managementof field work and quality control are done.
Such a system will be pilot-testedon the LSMS survey being developed in Nepal.
Advances in computer technology also permit considering a still more ambitious
proposition. The interviewers might enter the data directly into the computer during the
interview, thus dispensingwith the paper questionnairealtogether. This system has been piloted
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already in Bolivia and is scheduledfor piloting in the Indonesia Family Life Survey in 1996.
Just what the implicationsfor management,quality control of interviewsand data management
will be is still unclear, though it is obvious that the changes will be substantial.
LSMS Survey Chronology
As of 1994, surveys with several, if not all, of the hallmarks of Living Standard
MeasurementStudy had been conductedin eighteen countries, as shown in Table 5. Although
the first few LSMS surveys followeda very similar format, as time passed and countries with
differentcircumstanceswere added, substantialvariety arose in the surveys across the different
countries. This sectionpresents a brief history of the LSMS. In doing so, some explanations
for the different outcomes in the different countriesare given. Some of the differences in the
process are summarizedin Table 6.
The first two LSMS surveyswere fielded in Cote d'Ivoire in 1985and in Peru in 198586. In both cases financing was obtainedfrom the World Bank's Research Committeeand the
main actor in implementingthese surveyswas the Living StandardsUnit (now PRDPH see fn.
2). The purpose of these surveys was to gather data that would allow the detailed study of
household behavior and severalaspects of living standardsand to see whether such a complex
survey design could in fact be successfullycarried out in a developingcountry. On the whole,
the CMted'Ivoire and Peru surveys were successfullyimplemented. The data were gathered
according to plan and were used immediately(and still are being used) for a wide variety of
research and, less quickly and to a lesser extent, in support of the policy dialogue between the
countriesand the World Bank.
Since the first two surveys, more emphasis has been placed on ensuring that LSMS
surveys respond to operationalneeds.8 The shift in focus is due to two factors. First, once the
first two surveys were effectively declared successes, the World Bank's Research Committee
took the view that similar data collection for other countries, in and of itself, could not be
considered research; future surveys had to be financed from other sources. The surveys then
began to compete for funds with project activities financed by the World Bank and other
developmentagencies. To get funding, the surveys had to be seen as useful for policy work
in the eyes of both governmentministriesand of the operationalstaff of the financingagencies.
Second, as the early surveys demonstratedtheir operational relevance, they stimulated interest
from Bank operational staff and government policy makers who began to request more
operationalanalysis of the data.
The next two LSMS surveys, Ghana in 1987-88 and Mauritania in 1988, were cofinancedby IDA credits9 and USAID grants. In both countries the purpose of the survey was

8. 'Operations" is World Bank jargon. It refers to the process of designing and implementing government policy
or development projects. The context often implies that these are supported by World Bank lending, though the
use is similar if other international agencies or national budgets provide the funds.
9. The International Development Agency (IDA) is the concessional window of the World Bank Group. These
funds are available only to low income countries.
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Table 6: 7he Process of ImplementingLSMS Surveys in Selected Countries
Purpose

Operations
Involvement

LSMS Unit
Involvement

Planningl
Line Ministry
Involvement

PRDPH

experiment

low

high

low

RSB,
LSMS Unit

Peru 1985

PRDPH

experiment

low

high

low

RSB, LSMS
unit

Ghana

PRDPH

monitoring
adjustment

low

high

low

AID, IBRD

Mauritania

PRDPH

...

low

medium

...

AID

Bolivia

ops/
government

poverty
analysis

medium

high

low

IDA,
gov't

Jamaica

government

monitoring
adjustment

high

medium

high

IBRD

Morocco

ops/
government

poverty
analysis

medium

low

high

gov't, UNDP

Pakistan

PRDPH

poverty
analysis

low

high

low

Bank, AID,
UNDP

Peru 1990/91

operations

poverty
analysis

high

low

none

RSB, Japan

Venezuela

operations

project
monitoring

low

medium

high

IBRD

Vietnam

operations

monitoring
transition to
market
economy

medium

medium

high

UNDP,
SIDA, gov't

Nicaragua

operations

data scarcity

high

none

high

USAID,
UNDP,
SIDA, IDA,
UNICEF

Guyana

operations

monitor
project

high

medium

medium

RSB,
DANIDA,
IBRD

PHRHN/
AFTHR

AIDS impact
and policy

high

high

low

USAID,
PHRHN

Kyrgyzstan

operations

poverty
measurement

high

minimal

none

Japan

Ecuador

operations

poverty
monitoring

high

high

low-medium

IBRD

South Africa

operations/
ANC

data
scarcity/
poverty
analysis

high

low/medium

none

DANIDA,
NORAD,
Dutch

Source
of bnpelus

Cote d'Ivoire

Couniry

Tanzania
- Kagera Region
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Source
of Funds

to collect comprehensivehouseholddata for general research and policy analysis use, sinceboth
countries lacked up-to-datehousehold survey data. Bank operationsand government ministry
interest was somewhathigher in Ghana than in C6te d'Ivoire and Peru, but in Mauritaniatheir
involvementwas still very low. In both countriesthe degree of oversightby PRDPH was lower
than in CMted'Ivoire and Peru, mainlydue to lack of staff time. Since PRDPH had no control
over the USAID funds and less over the IDA funds than over the research monies used in the
first two countries, quality control was more difficult. Less time for supervisionand more
difficult circumstancesmay have had some negativeeffect on data quality in the Ghana survey
and, unfortunately,had a substantialnegative effect in the Mauritania survey.
In 1988, the next two countries to implementLSMS surveys, Bolivia and Jamaica, did
so with a large number of changesin survey and questionnairedesign. Further, the objectives
of these two surveys were more specific. In the case of Bolivia, after a period of severe
economic crisis, the Bank suggested an LSMS as a tool to support Bolivian social policy
decisions. An LSMS plan was set up that gradually expandedthe Bolivianlabor force survey
and added health, educationand migration modules,plus a very short consumptionmodule. The
first round was done only in departmental (regional) capitals, the second added cities with
greater than 10,000inhabitants,and the third includedtownswith populationsgreater than 2000.
Althoughthe first round was designed primarily to evaluate the main externally funded social
sector interventionat the time, the EmergencySocial Fund, Bank operations staff delegated the
supervisionof the survey almost exclusively to PRDPH. Over five years of field work, the
Bolivian survey became fairly well integrated into the national statistical office's work and the
range of issues that its staff handled without Bank technical assistance grew markedly. The
questionnairewas considerablyshorter than a standard LSMS, the sample was larger (usually
about 8,000 householdsper round) and the field procedures truncated.
In Jamaica, the initial proposalto do an LSMSsurveycame from the Government,in fact
directly from the Prime Minister, rather than from the World Bank. In particular, the
government wanted a tool to assess the effectivenessof its Human Resources Development
Program, a multifacetedinitiativeto revitalize the social sectors after several years of austerity
and adjustment. A large part of the funding came from the government, supplementedfirst by
funding from a Bank loan and then by a grant from the Netherlands. By eliminating some
modules and shortening others, the original LSMS prototype questionnairewas substantially
trimmed so that it could be administeredin a single interview. The survey sample was linked
to an existingLabor Force Survey and existingfield work staff and procedures were used. This
allowed the survey to fit well in the institutional structure, but sacrificed several of the data
quality assurance proceduresthat are a key distinctionof the full-fledgedLSMS (e.g. computer
checking and data entry while still in the field, intensive supervisionof interviewers).10 Since
the surveyis viewed as a monitoringsurvey, it has been carried out annually since 1988 (in fact
twice in 1989)." Each round has a core questionnaireand, since the second survey in 1989,
an expandedmodulefor a topic of specialemphasisfor the year. The survey's developmentand

10. See Grosh(1991) for more detail.
it was laterdecidedthatannualsurveysprovidedsufficient
11. Originallyconceivedto takeplace semi-annually,
data.
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analysis are overseen by the Planning Institute, which chairs the survey's steering committee
(comprised of representatives of the Statistical Institute, social sector line ministries, and the
University of the West Indies). On the Bank's side, implementation was done with some
support from PRDPH, but most of the supervision was done by a member of the country team
located in the regional technical department. The Jamaican government's keen interest in the
survey, the close link between the Bank's survey supervision and Bank policy dialogue and
lending, and the seven years of active supervision has led to the greatest degree of use of the
survey data in government policy making achieved to date.
New surveys were done in Peru in 1990, 1991, and 1994 in order to measure changes
in welfare over the period of economic crisis and adjustment. The 1990 survey was limited to
Lima, where the sample was arranged to contain a random sample of the city, of which a subset
was comprised of the same households visited in 1985. In 1991 and 1994 a random, nearly
nationally representative sample was done.'2 The impetus for the surveys came from Bank
operations, which provided part of the financing and secured the rest, partly from the World
Bank research committee. PRDPH provided only some advice on questionnaires and sample
design; the major work in orchestrating the survey was done by a consultant in 1990 and by
operations staff in 1991 and 1994. Unlike almost all other LSMS surveys, the field work was
contracted to a private consulting firm. Since the Bank had not yet resumed lending in Peru,
in 1990 this was easier than working with the government, offering greater speed and control
over the field work. Furthermore, many of the persons who had worked in the statistical
institute on the 1985 LSMS survey were working in the private consulting firm in 1990, so that
some of the expertise developed in 1985 was used in 1990.
The 1991, 1992 and 1993 Venezuela surveys were conceived both to monitor poverty and
social programs after a period of declining income and, more immediately and specifically, to
monitor and evaluate three of the government's new social programs, one of which was
supported by a Bank loan that also funded the survey. The questionnaires and field work
procedures conformed to standard practices in Venezuela and differed significantly from the
LSMS prototype. The sample size was much larger, at 14,000 households, in order to provide
results accurate not only nationally, but also at the departmental level. From the beginning there
was a process of input from the social sector ministries to the central statistical office. As part
of the project monitoring to be done with the survey, there was the intention of linking LSMS
data with administrative records from health posts and of oversampling program participants.
On the Bank side, PRDPH, rather than operations, provided support but at a lower level than
for earlier full-fledged LSMS surveys, given the local statistical office's high level of
institutional capacity.
These four Latin American surveys (Bolivia, Jamaica, Peru and Venezuela) all differed
significantly from the prototype LSMS in both questionnaire and field work organization. The
variations were prompted to make them better fit the client countries' institutional settings and
analytical needs. The Jamaican and Bolivian surveys were explicitly included in the countries'
UNHSCP-supported five year survey plans. The use of local field work organization and

12. The sparsely populated jungle and rural coastal areas were omitted to cut costs. The Altiplano sample was
modified due to security concerns.
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procedures (rather than the LSMS' prototypical dedicated teams) takes advantage of local
capacity and makes regular statisticaloffice managementresponsible for, and stakeholdersin,
the survey. The time devoted to training interviewers and to supervising data collection is,
however, much less in these cases than in a standardLSMS. Moreover, concurrent data entry
and correctionof data were usually not possible. Thus some of the quality control procedures
were reduced.
Three recentlycompletedLSMSsurveysin Morocco, Pakistanand Vietnamare indicative
of other recent trends in LSMS implementation. In the mid-1980sit was thought that LSMS
surveys shouldbe repeated on an annualbasis in order to have a rich set of data for every year.
By 1990, it was evident that having a similar comprehensive survey every year was not
necessary; doing such a survey every three to five years would provide enough information to
do elaborate analyses of household behavior, and how it changed over time."3 Doing a
comprehensivesurvey every year was expensiveand produced data at a rate much faster than
they could be used. Thus the Morocco, Pakistan and Vietnam surveys were implemented
without plans for immediatefollow-up surveys. However, a second Pakistan survey is now
under discussion, as is one in Morocco. Another survey in Vietnam is also possible. These
three surveysalso representa return to a comprehensivequestionnaireand smaller samplesizes,
in contrast to the Latin Americancases. Another commonthread of the Morocco, Pakistanand
Vietnam surveys is that in each country the objective of the surveys was to collect a
comprehensive data set that could be used for a wide variety of analyses, as opposed to
collecting data to focus on a particular government program or policy initiative (e.g. the
EmergencySocial Fund in Boliviaand the HumanResourcesDevelopmentProgramin Jamaica).
Finally, it shouldbe noted that each of these countrieshad a highly capable statisticaloffice, so
that doing a full-scale LSMS was not as difficultas in many other countries.
The LSMS recently fielded in the Kagera region of Tanzaniawas developed specifically
for measuringthe impact of adult mortality(largely due to AIDS)on Tanzanian householdsand
for estimating the cost-effectivenessof various policies related to prevention and management
of AIDS. The impetus was largely from the World Bank's research staff, but cooperationwith
operations staff in the regional technicaldepartment was high and Tanzanian academics have
been heavily involved in the research design, survey implementation,and data analysis. The
questionnaire and sampling design are even more sophisticated than in the prototype
questionnaireincludinga four wave panel (i.e. four sets of interviewsover two years, one set
each six months), modules that deal more extensively with morbidity, mortality, health care
utilization and expenditures, and household strategies for coping with adult illness, such as
transfers and child fostering. The consumptionmodules were expandedto deal with seasonal
and intra-householdallocation issues.

13. An important disadvantage of doing surveys only every three to five years is that the institutional capacity built
up with the first survey can erode within this time. In some places this will imply that the new round must rely
on outside technical assistance as much as the first. Depending on relative prices, the rate of staff turnover, and
the general institutional capacity, yearly surveys with little technical assistance after the first year or two may not
be much more expensive than periodic surveys with a good deal of foreign technical assistance for each.
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The impetus for surveys fielded in South Africa (1993), Nicaragua (1993), Guyana
(1993), and Ecuador (1994) has come from Bank operations staff. Each has omitted some of
the standard LSMS modules, and the Guyana survey is linked to that country's ongoing income
and expenditure survey. The organization of the field work varies. The initial goal in each case
was to fill large gaps in existing data and to help monitor social policies, especially those
supported by Bank projects. The surveys' budgets included funds for some analysis to be done
by consultants hired by the government. Financing came from Bank projects. No support (other
than occasional advice) has come from PRDPH for Nicaragua and Ecuador, and a limited
amount for Guyana. Rather, the surveys were managed by staff in the respective regional
operations divisions, though several of them worked previously in PRDPH and were thus wellversed in LSMS experience.
Recently there has been a great deal of interest in establishing LSMS-type surveys in
countries of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. The operations division in charge
have contracted out the technical assistance for surveys recently fielded in Russia (1992 and
1993) and the Kyrgyz Republic (1993). For the Romanian Survey in the field (in 1994/95) and
for surveys now planned in Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan, the process will go even
further, with direct contracts or international competitive bidding for all the technical assistance
for the surveys, though PRDPH will provide some supervision.
Data Use
The total volume of studies supported by the LSMS surveys is impressive. A partial
listing being compiled in early 1995 so far lists about 320 studies. An earlier accounting
conducted in 1992'4 listed about 180. In the earlier listing, three quarters were conducted using
the C6te d'Ivoire, Peru 1985, or Ghana data. Jamaica accounted for about half the remainder,
and the rest were spread between Peru 1990/91, Bolivia and Pakistan. Morocco and Mauritania
each had only one study reported. The heavy use of the Ivoirian, Ghanaian and the early
Peruvian data sets compared to the others is probably largely accounted for by the fact that those
data come from the earliest surveys, so there has been more time for them to be used in
research.
The pattern of data use by topic has been fairly even. Poverty, employment, health,
education and gender issues have been the focus of slightly more analysis than agriculture or
household enterprises. The degree of satisfaction among analysts with the information also
seems higher for the employment and social sector modules. Furthermore, many more analysts
from more diverse backgrounds have used these modules. Analysts report with overwhelming
frequency that each single paper drew upon information from many different modules. This
14. In the fall of 1992,we sent letters to 89 researchersfor whom we had some record of havingused LSMSdata
sets, usuallybecausethey had obtainedthem from PRDPH(or its precursorunits). We askedthem to list the papers
they had written with the data, and the country, year, and modulesused in the analysis. We received49 replies.
Nearly 200 individualbooks, papersor monographswere reported. This is a rough estimate only. There a few
cases of doublecountingwhere papers with two authors each reported an item, but there are many more cases of
unreportedwork. We also asked the staff involvedin supervisingeach survey to list the papers they knew about
that had been done by governmentor universityanalysts in the countriessurveyed. This is probably insufficient
to capture all such work, and thus omits much analysis done in the developingworld.
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attests to the value of the multi-purposedesign, which is one of the distinguishingcharacteristics
of the LSMS surveys.
An ongoing questionabout the LSMS surveys is whether they are useful for operations
or "merely" for research. The answer is clearly both, though their use in research has been
moreextensive. Of all studiesdone for all countriesin the earlier (1992)listing, about one tenth
qualify as operational (see definition below). If the first two countries done explicitly as
research projects (C6te d'Ivoire and Peru) are excludedfrom the calculation,about one quarter
of the studiesare operational. Focusingon the middle and later phases of implementationwhen
operational uses were an explicit intended outcome (i.e. excluding CMted'lvoire, Peru 1985,
Ghanaand Mauritania),about half of al. analysisis operational. Thus, operational work is both
a substantialand growing share of all analysis done using LSMS data.
The figures in the previousparagraph were calculatedby defining "operationaluses" as
analysis requestedor performed by the governmentor by the Bank operational staff to provide
useful information about policies or programs on the table for active discussion. By this
definition, the demand for health care study for Jamaica counts as operational because the
governmentcommissionedit at a time when user fees were being raised. Similar work led by
the same analyst using Ivoirian and Peruvian data sets does not count as operational because it
did not feed directly into a governmentdecisionprocess. Thus the preponderanceof research
over operational use is partly definitional- studies with clear policy implications are counted
as operational only if they were done at the time of policy decision and the results were
presented to decision makers. The contributionof other studieswhose clear policy implications
indirectly inform policy debates is not counted. This influence can be substantial but is very

difficult to measure. Private Peruvian researchers, for example, have carried out extensive
analysis of the effectsof economiccrisis and adjustmenton poverty in Peru using the 1985 and
1990LSMS data sets. The results have been widely disseminatedin academicand policy circles
as well as in the popular press. Similarly, the influenceof more humbleabstracts produced for
each surveyis not includedwithin the definitionof operationalanalysis, even when government
staff do appear to make regular use of them. The Bolivianand Jamaican abstracts, for example,
are quite detailed and have been disseminatedactively to governmentand internationalagency
staff and are apparentlyused by them in understandingthe state of social development.
The Jamaican data have had the greatest operational influence achieved to date. The
governmenthas commissionedJamaicanacademicsto use them to set a poverty line, to compare
food assistanceprograms and to redesign the food stamps program. Staff from the Ministry of
Healthactively collaborated(with the RANDCorporation)in studyingthe effectivenessof perinatal care, patterns in the quality of health care services, aging and functional ability, and
patients' choice of health services, including willingness to pay for them. Other studies
underway both by local and international researchers will eventually feed into background
discussionsof social policy. Furthermore, the data sets are being used in a quantitativemethods
course at the university,whichshouldhelp to stimulatemore and better quantitativesocial policy
analysis in the long run. In Bank operations, the Jamaican LSMS data have been used in
discussionsof poverty, safety nets, targetingand the reform of secondaryeducation.
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The Ghanaianand Peruvian (both 1985 and 1991)data have been analyzed by or at the
request of World Bank operational staff and fed into poverty assessments, country economic
memorandaand other sector work in each country. Indeed, the Ghanaiancountry department
hired a research analyst full time primarily to do operationalanalysis using the Ghanaiansurvey
and integrate it into the policy dialogue. The Boliviandata were used to analyze the impact of
the EmergencySocial Fund, which served as a model for several internationallyfinancedsocial
funds. Plans exist for the Boliviandata to be used in the impact evaluation of Bolivia's Social
InvestmentFund and the project designof a new child-careproject. Operationallydriven work
began on the Moroccan, Pakistani, Venezuelan, Nicaraguan, Guyanese, and Vietnamesedata
virtually as soon as they became available. Little or no operational work has been done for
Mauritania. C6te d'Ivoire's data were not immediatelyused for policy analysis, but the Africa
Technical Department has recently carried out an ambitious program of operationally-relevant
research using those data.
LSMS Today

PRDPH currentlyworks on severalfronts in supportof LSMS. The emphasisput on the
various lines of action changes over time, as do the specific activities carried out under each.
The following is a brief snapshot of activitiesat the beginningof 1995.
Analysis of Data. The analysis of LSMS data for both policy and research is probably
the largest single activity in PRDPH and so pervades the division's work that it is difficult to
quantify.
Assistance in Implementing New Surveys. PRDPH continues to assist in implementing

new surveys. During the 1994fiscal year, field work was completedfor a new survey or round
of an annual survey in seven countries, and preparation for future surveys was moving forward
in ten other countries. In a few cases, divisional staff or consultants spend several months
working on a single country to help develop the project and to provide technical assistance
themselves. With increasing frequency, PRDPH helps to identify suitable independent
consultants, to write their terms of reference and to review their work, but does not actually
provide large quantitiesof technicalassistanceitself. This greater relianceon individualsoutside
of PRDPH reflects the increaseddemand for LSMS surveysbeyond what PRDPH can provide.
Management, Documentation and Dissemination of Existing Data Sets to Researchers.

PRDPH archives and disseminatesdata from LSMS surveysto eligible users. Disseminationof
existing data sets continuesat the rate of about 1 per day. Clientsare mostly researchers from
the World Bank and academia, with a lesser proportion of World Bank operations staff. Data
are also availablefrom the institutionsthat carried out the field work. These agencies service
most in-country requests for data. For the period from June 1993 to June 1995, the division
devoted significantresourcesto improve surveydocumentationin order to reduce start up costs
to new users, safeguard and rebuild institutionalmemory with regards to these surveys, and to
reduce the unit costs to the division of disseminatingthe data sets.
Training and Preparation of Written Pedagogic Materials.

Periodically the division

produceswritten materialson the lessons from LSMS implementationexperience. For example,
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in the fall of 1994, the division began to draft a comprehensivemanual on how to implement
an LSMS survey from beginningto end. In 1992, PRDPH began an annual in-house training
course for World Bank operations staff in charge of LSMS surveys.
Publications. PRDPH supportsthe LSMSWorkingPaper Series whichpublishespapers
on issues relevant to the collection or analysis of multi-topichousehold surveys. Some papers
focuson the methodologyof datacollectionor statisticalanalysis, others focuson the description
or analysisof householdbehavior or the effects of governmentpolicies.
Research on Survey Methodology. From time to time, PRDPH sponsors research on

survey methodology. In the fall of 1994, it embarked on a multi-year research project to
improve the policy relevance of LSMS surveys through i) increasing the range of topics they
address; ii) improvingdata quality;and iii) improvingor simplifyingimplementation.The work
will involve some field experiments,and extensive analysis of the different ways things have
been done in multi-topichousehold surveys since the inceptionof the LSMS.
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IV. Data Access and Content
This section of the paper is designed as a "catalogue" of data available from LSMS
surveys.'5 The first sub-section describes briefly the content of the data sets. The second subsection describes the rules governing access to them. The third section describes the data
dissemination services provided by PRDPH.
Selecting a Data Set
There has been substantial variation in the content of "LSMS" surveys. These differences
in survey and questionnaire design mean that some surveys are more suited to the analysis of
some issues or using certain techniques than others. The researcher thinking of using one or
more of the surveys should investigate in detail whether the survey he or she intends to use will
actually support the proposed analysis before getting too far in the planning stage. More than
one researcher in the last few years has been intensely frustrated by discovering too late that the
sampling plan or questionnaire design varies from one "LSMS" survey to another. The variation
has grown markedly over time.
The information provided in this document should help the researcher with a general
notion that LSMS data may be useful to them discover whether that is true. Annex A presents
a detailed summary of the questionnaires used in Ghana. These are as close to a "prototype"
as the LSMS has. In this subsection we explain some of the common ways that other surveys
differ from the Ghana survey. In Tables 7 and 8, some of the basic facts on the surveys
available through PRDPH as of early 1995 are presented. These should help a researcher
narrow down the list of potentially interesting surveys. He or she may then request the
questionnaires and, where available, other documentation, from PRDPH (see Box 2). In Table
9, a summary of the documentation available as of early 1995 is presented.
In addition to the standard changes in vocabulary required to make a questionnaire
relevant to a given country, eight kinds of differences exist in "LSMS" surveys from different
countries. This section briefly highlights the major sources of differences.
First, modules included in the household questionnaire differ from country to country.
For example, the Jamaican, Bolivian, Guyanese, and Nicaraguan surveys have no agricultural
or small enterprise modules and, at best, limited migration and fertility modules.
Second, within modules, the degree of detail varies widely. For example, all health
modules cover the use and costs of health care, but some seek aggregate data on all health care
visits in the last month, others on the first visit only, and others on each visit. The degree of
detail collected on the agriculture module varies according to the heterogeneity of crops
harvested. The consumption and labor participation modules also vary widely.

15. The researcher is remindedthat data suitablefor similar analyticpurposesis also availablefrom other places,
as describedon page 12.
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Table 7: Implementatioia
of LSMS by Country,Data Infonmationand QuestionnairesUsed

ti

00

Data Information
Nwnberof Nwnberof
Rounds
Households
Fielded to
In
Interview
Date
Sample
Schedule
4
1600
year-round
5120
3200

Questionnaires
Used

Country

Year of
First
Survey

C6ted'lvoire

1985/86

Peru 1985
Ghana

1985/86
1987/88

2

Mauritania
Bolivia
Jamaica

1988
1989
1988

2
5
8

Morocco

1990/91

I

3360

year-round

no

full

yes

yes

health

Pakistan

1991

1

4800

year-round

no

full

yes

yes

health,ed

no

Peru 1990/91/94

1991

I

1500/2200/
3500

wave

85/90/91/
94 Lima;
91-94
elsewhere

full

no

no

no

none

child < 5

Venezuela

l

year-round
year-round

1600
year-round
10,000
wave
2000-6000
wavc

Panel

HH
Questionnaire Scope

Price
Questionnaire

Cormnunity
Questionnaire

Facility
Questionnaire

Educational
Testing

rotating

full

yes

yes

no

none

all

no
no

full
full

yes
yes

yes
yes

no
health/ed

none
9-55,m,r,R

none
all

no
no
some

full
truncated
truncated

yes
no
no

yes
no
no

no
no
sometimes

none
no
7-1S,m,r

all
no
child < 5

9-69,r,m

< 11, parents
< 5, mother

Anthropometrics

1991

3

14,000

1992/93

1

4800

wave
year-round

yes
no

truncated
full

no
yes

no
yes

no
no

no
none

child < 5
all, h/w/c

1993

1

4200

wave

no

truncated

yes

yes

no

1992/93

1

5340

wave

no

truncated

no

no

no

none
none

child < 5
child < 5

Tanzania
- national
Tanzania
- KageraRegion

1993

1

5200

wave

no

truncated

yes

no

no

no

no

1991

4

800

year round

4 period

expanded

yes

yes

none

all

Russia

1992

4

6500

wave

yes

truncated

yes

SouthAfrica

1993

1

9000

wave

no

Kyrgyzstan

1994

1

2000

wavc

no

Romania

1994/95

continuous

36,000

continuous

yes

Ecuador

1994

4500

wave

no

Vietnam
Nicaragua
Guyana

health,edu,
healers,
NGOs
somequarters
no

no

yes

yes

no

some

questionable
quality
child < S

yes

no

no

no

questionable

full

no

no

no

no

full

no

yes

no

no

full
truncated

quality

I

Note: a. In the column'EducationalTesting': m

mathematics,
r = reading,R = RavensProgressive
MatricesTest.

child < 5
no

Table 8: Implementationof LSMS by Countryand Modules

EmployCountry
Cte

d'lvoirc

Peru 1985

Household
Roster

Housing
Characteristics

and
Personal
Acdliities

Migradon

V

Inent

Education

Health

V

V

I

V

I/V

V

V

V/

V

V

V

V

V

V

Ghana
Mauritania

VI

Bolivia

V

V

V

Jamaica

V

V

V_

Morocco

V

V

V

V

Pakistan

V

V

V

VI

Peru 1990/91/94

V

V

V

V

V

V

Venczuela

VI

V

V

V

V

V

Vietnam

V

V

V

V

Nicaragua

V

V

V

V
VV
VV

V

Guyana

V

Tanzania
national

V

V

V

Tanzania
- Kagera Region

V

V

V

Russia

V

South Africa

V

V
V

Kyrgyzstas

V

V

Routania

VV

Ecuador

V

V

V

I

VIV

V

VV

V

V

V

Other
incomn

VV

VV

V

V

VIVVV_V

V

V

Fertllity

Savings
and
Horrowing

Anthropomaetric
Data
(Height
and
Weight)

_

VIV

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

v

V

VV.V
V
V

VI

V

ViVVIVV
VV
V

VIV

V

VV
V

V

V

V

V

V
V

Expenditures
on Food and
Conswnption
of Food
Produced
by the
Household

Selection
Of
Non-griResponcu/tural
Expendentsfor
AgriHouse-hold ditures on
Second cultural
EnterNon-Food
Visit
Actidities
prises
hetns

V

V

V

V
V

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V
v

V

V

V

VF

V

V/
V

Third, the direct welfare outcome measures included in the surveys differ.
Anthropometric data were gathered for all household members in CMte d'Ivoire, Ghana,
Mauritania, Tanzania, and Viet Nam for children only in Jamaica and Nicaragua, for children
and mothers in Pakistan, for children and both parents in Morocco, and were not included at all
in Peru and Bolivia. In Vietnam, arm circumference is gathered as well as height and weight.
Math and reading tests have been given in Ghana, Morocco and Jamaica. The test, age group
tested, and location of test administration all differed substantially.
Fourth, the LSMS surveys vary substantially in terms of the price, community, and
facility questionnaires that accompanied the household questionnaire. In the first four surveys
(C6te d'Ivoire, Peru 1985, Ghana, and Mauritania), price and community questionnaires were
administered in rural areas (in Ghana, urban areas were also covered). However, the Jamaican
and Peruvian 1990/91 LSMS surveys had neither type of questionnaire."6 More recent surveys
(Pakistan, Vietnam and Morocco) have both community (again, rural only) and price
questionnaires. In addition, special health facility questionnaires have been administered in Cote
d'Ivoire, Ghana, Jamaica and Morocco. Special school questionnaires have been administered
in Ghana and Jamaica and (in the form of an expanded community questionnaire) in Morocco.
Fifth, two LSMS surveys are actually linked to other surveys. The Jamaican LSMS
revisits a sub-sample of the households from the Labour Force Survey. Likewise, the Guyanese
LSMS will revisit a sub-set of the households used in the Household Budget Survey. Rather
than repeat information collection, the LSMS data sets must be merged with those from the other
surveys in order to get full coverage of modules.
Sixth, the sample size varies substantially. The median is 4200 households, but the
Tanzanian Kagera Region survey includes only 800 households while the Bolivia sample is
10,000 households.
Seventh, the organization of the field work differs substantially. Rather than the
prototype with its year round field work, close supervision, two-visit interviews and concurrent
data entry, several of the newer surveys, particularly in Latin America and Caribbean countries,
have reverted to more traditional methods of field work organization with large teams fielded
for short periods and data entry done after, and separately from, the field work.
Eighth, there is a difference in how long or often the survey is to be done. Some surveys
are one-shot (Peru 1985, Vietnam, Pakistan), some are to be done twice, first before and then
after a project's implementation (Nicaragua, Venezuela) and some on-going annually (Jamaica,
Bolivia, Romania).
The Rules Governing Data Use
In most cases, LSMS surveys have been carried out by the national statistical agencies
of the countries in which they were done and are the property of those agencies. Usually, the
statistical agencies must grant written permission for other researchers to use LSMS survey data.

16. In Jamaica and in the 1990Lima only sample for Peru, there was little regionalprice variation. For Peru
1991,it was determinedto use price data from other sources.
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The willingnessof these agencies to release their data varies greatly from country to
country. In some countries such requests have never been denied, while in others permission
has never been granted. Table 9 summarizesthe rules and track record as they stand as of early
1995. It shouldbe noted that initiativesare under way to make data access more open in several
countries. In several other cases, the data are so newly available that a track record for data
access has not yet been firmly established. Readersinterested in a country with restricted data
access may wish to verify whether the policy or its implementationhas changed since this
writing.
Most of the access agreementsspecify that the researcher may not pass the data to third
parties for any reason. It shouldbe noted that permissionto use the surveydata is usually given
for a specific research purpose. Further use of the data for new research projects will usually
require subsequentletters of approval from the government. Governmentsusually request that
copies of research reports resulting from data analysisbe sent to them. Sometimesthis is only
to ensure that they get a chance to read and learn from the reports. In other cases they reserve
the right to comment on them before publication. Acknowledgmentby the researchers of the
source of the data is usually requested, and always diplomatic.
Likewise, the World Bank requests that papers using LSMS data be sent to the division
which is the focus of LSMS work (currently PRDPH). This helps PRDPH in various ways.
First, it can determine whether certain areas are under-researchedand take action either to
promote such research or to discover whether it stems from a weakness in survey design.
Second, the research often contains clues to the strengths or weaknesses of survey and
questionnairedesign that should feed back into decisions for future surveys. Third, by staying
aware of the research being conductedon LSMSsurveys, the divisioncan help researchersavoid
duplicationof very recent or on-goingwork.
The World Bank (and sometimesother agencies that helped to sponsor the surveys)
usually has the right to use the data from LSMS surveysfor its various operationaland research
purposes, both by staff and consultants. As is standard with other types of information,
consultants are not permitted to use LSMS data obtained in the course of a World Bank
consultancyfor non-WorldBank purposes unless explicit permissionis granted. In additionto
the requirementsimposed by the country, any work done by World Bank staff or consultants
which is to be published outside the World Bank must follow standard Bank clearance
procedures. "

17. Specifically, the country department must be allowed to comment on such documents. At minimum this
ensures that the publications would not cause a disruption in the relations between the World Bank and the
government in question. At its best, the need for later clearance prompts researchers to stay in touch with
operational staff. The research can then benefit from sources of information complementary to the survey, and the
operations staff can be apprised of the progress of the research and its possible applications as part of their work
with the government in defining policies and projects.
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Table 9. Data Access Rules and Track Record
Track Recordfor Obtaining
Government Permission
Country
C6te d'lvoire

Access Policy

Approval

Tinmeliness

government

frequent

2 or more

permission required

weeks

Peru 1985

open access

n.a.

Ghana

government

historically rare,

permission required

recently better

Mauritania

government
permission required

unknown

unknown

Bolivia

government
permissionrequired

changeable

changeable

government

usual

2-12 weeks

rare

slow

n.a.

new policy may be
forthcoming soon

new policy adopted in

~~~~1993

1

Jamaica

Remarks

slow

new policy may be
forthcoming soon

there have been
several changes in
managementand staff

permission required

Morocco

government
permission required

Pakistan

open access

n.a.

n.a.

Peru 1990/91/94

open access

n.a.

n.a.

government

unknown

unknown

unknown

unknown

Venezuela

new policy adopted in
1994

permission required

Vietnam

government
permission required

researchers with long
stays in country have
been able to get data

Nicaragua
Guyana

government
permission required

unknown

unknown

government

unknown

unknown

n.a.

n.a.

permission required

Tanzania

open access

- national

Tanzania

will be available on
Internet in 1995

open access

n.a.

n.a.

- Kagera Region

data will be available
in 1996

Russia

open access

n.a.

n.a.

South Africa

open access

n.a.

n.a.

Kyrgyzstan

open access

n.a.

n.a.

Romania

not yet established

unknown

unknown

Ecuador

open access

frequent

fast (2 days)

letter required but
approval automatic

Note: "Unknown"means that the data are too new for a track record to be established.
n.a. means not applicable.
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PRDPH Data DisseminationActivities
The researcher interested in using an LSMS data set first has to determine from whom
he or she should try to obtain the data and documentation. Broadly speaking, the alternatives
are from the government of the country to which they pertain"8 or from the World Bank.'9
Users resident in the country may find it easy to approach the national statistical agency. For
some international users, communications may be easier with the World Bank and so they may
find it easier to get data from the World Bank. In a few cases, the data are held only by the
country and not by the World Bank.
PRDPH's role in disseminating data is described in the following paragraphs (see Box
2 for PRDPH's addresses). For access via the World Bank, the data and documentation are held
in PRDPH for most of the LSMS-type surveys discussed in this paper. In some cases, these are
also held in the country department that developed the survey and duplicate copies exist at
PRDPH; thus they are available from either place. PRDPH makes every effort to ensure that
where other offices of the Bank also disseminate the data for a particular country that the same
rules of access are followed and that the same data sets and documentation are made available.
In cases where government permission to use the data is required, the researcher should
send a one or two page description of the proposed research to the address listed in Annex B.
The request should specify which country and year of data are required. The proposal should
include a description of the policy relevance to the country of the proposed research. It is
convenient to request the government to send a copy of the permission to use the data to both
the researcher and to the "LSMS" in the Poverty and Human Resources Division of the Policy
Research Department (PRDPH).
When the researcher has obtained written permission to use the data, it should be sent,
with the data requirements and abstract, to the "LSMS" in the Poverty and Human Resources
Division of the Policy Research Department (PRDPH). The World Bank will then make data
sets available. A small fee is charged to help cover the costs of the time spent generating the
data sets and documentation. The data are usually provided on diskettes in ASCII, SAS-portable
files, or STATA. ASCII data sets include dictionaries with variable names. SAS portable and
STATA files include variable names and labels when they exist. Typically included with all
three of the data types are ASCII files containing SAS format files for many of the variables.
The extent and format of documentation available varies from country to country. Basic
documentation usually includes the questionnaires, format files and/or code books, brief

18. For some countries, the surveys were carried out by universities or private survey firms rather than by the
government. The agency that carried out the survey is the appropriate in-country contact.
19. In some cases, international agencies other than the World Bank helped to finance the collection or analysis
of the data and may also have copies and the right to disseminate it.
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Box 2. For FurtherLSMS Information
To receive further information on any of the surveys supported by PRDPH, the reader should
do one of the following:
check the LSMS home page: LSMS Home Page
http://www.worldbank.org/html/research/prdph/lsms/lsmshome.html
PRDPH is experimenting with posting information on the Internet.
We will keep a version of this paper posted, revising it as new surveys
become available or data access policies change. We hope to gradually
post the Basic Information documents for most countries, and for cases
where we have the electronic files, the questionnaires, manuals, etc. We
are also exploring whether we can post the actual data sets themselves.
send paper mail to:

LSMS Surveys
PRDPH
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

send faxes to:

LSMS Surveys
PRDPH
202-522-1153

send electronic mail to:

LSMS@worldbank.org

Researchers are urged to contact the above "institutional" addresses and to be specific in the
questions asked. This will help PRDPH to provide the best service. First, we can assign the handling
of the request to the most appropriate member of the LSMS team. Second, we can better ensure that
the request is handled promptly. Requests addressed to individuals often get slower handling because
the addressee may no longer be on the LSMS team, or may be out of the office for several weeks. In
general, we try to reply to simple requests for information within a few days. More complex questions
or the provision of data sets themselvesmay take somewhat longer, depending on the flow of requests
and other work.

0 and brief sampling information. For
descriptionsof any constructedvariablesmade availabl&
some users, more detail will be required, such as the manualsfor the interviewers, supervisors
or data entry operators. Where the informationis readily available, the division will supplyit
for a small fee to cover the costs of photocopyingand mailing.

20. PRDPH does not routinelyand uniformlyconstruct variablessuch as aggregate householdconsumptionor
welfare. Individualresearchersworking on the data, however, have often put their variablesinto the 'public' use
files as a service to those who wish to use them. The documentationof the variablesconstructionis limited, and
no further support for their use should be expected.
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PRDPH has recently tried to systematizeits documentationin order to provide more
uniform, faster, and better serviceto data users. Providing morecompletedocumentationshould
also significantlylower the start-upcosts to the analyst in using a data set. Table 10 provides
a summary of the availabilityof documentationas of early 1995. By late 1995, it is hoped that
adequate basic documentationwill be packaged for the most commonlyused surveys. In the
intervening period, the user may find the degree of detail, format and speed with which
informationcan be suppliedbetter for some surveys than for others.
The World Bank will usually not provide access to very recent data. This allows a
period for their quality to be checkedand for them to be formatted and documentedto minimum
standards. Often during this period the World Bank researchers will also produce constructed
variables for aggregate household consumption, anthropometry, linking files for the various
questionnaires, etc. These are then usually made available to all future users. The period
between the division's first receipt of the data and their release to outside researchers varies
depending on the complexityof the survey, the divisional work program and other factors, but
usually ranges between six and eighteen months.
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Table 1O. DocumentationHeld by PRDPH
Languages of Availability
Completeness of
Background
Information

Questionnaires

Basic Information
Documents

Manuals, etc.

C6te d'lvoire

excellent

English, French

English, French

mixed

Peru 1985

excellent

English, Spanish

English, Spanish

Spanish

Ghana

excellent

English

English

English

poor

French

n.a.

French

Boliviab

medium

Spanish

Spanish

Spanish

Jamaica

excellent

English

English

English

fair

French

English

French

Pakistan

excellent

English, Urdu

English

English

Peru 1990/91/94

excellent

Spanish

English (90,91)
Spanish (91,94)

Spanish

poor

Spanish

n.a.

Spanish

Vietnam

excellent

English, Vietnamese

English

English,
Vietnamese

Nicaragua

excellent

Spanish

English

Spanish

Guyanad

excellent

English

English

English

Tanzania
-national

good

English, Swahili

English

English

excellent

English, Swahili

English

English

good

English, Russian

English

n.a.

South Africa

excellent

English

English

English

Kyrgyzstand

good

English, Russian

English

n. a.

Romaniad

good

English, Romanian

English

mixed

Ecuadord

excellent

Spanish

English, Spanish

Spanish

Country

Mauritania'

Moroccoc

Venezuelab

Tanzania
-Kagera Regiond
Russiad

Note.

a. PRDPHdoes not supportthis survey.
b. As early as 1995, PRDPHhas only some of the years of data. We believethat in-countryusers have gottenaccess
easily from the nationalstatisticalagencyto all years.
c. PRDPH has not receivedthe full data set from the governmentof Morocco.
d. Plannedto be on stream sometimein 1995or 1996.
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Annex A: An Illustration of a "Prototypical" LSMS Questionnaire:
A Summary of the Questionnaire Design for Ghana
This annex describes the household, community and price questionnaires of Ghana's
LSMS survey. While there is no formal prototype for the LSMS, the questionnaires used in
Ghana come as close as any to being a prototype. They are described in this annex with that
purpose. Annotated versions of the CMted'Ivoire and Tanzanian questionnaires are available
in Grootaert (1988) and Ainsworth and others (1992). CMted'Ivoire questionnaire might also
be called "prototypical" LSMS. The Tanzania questionnaire is also similar to the "prototype"
but with more detail in some modules than usual.
The Ghana LSMS was first conducted in 1987-88. This nationwide survey gathered
individual and household level data using a multi-purpose household questionnaire. Community
level data were collected using a community questionnaire in rural areas and a price
questionnaire was used in both urban and rural areas. In 1988-89 the household, community and
price questionnaires were repeated."
Household Questionnaire
The household survey contains modules (sections) to collect data on household
demographic structure, housing conditions, schooling, health, employment, migration,
expenditure and income, household non-agricultural businesses, agricultural activities, fertility
and contraceptive use, savings and credit, and anthropometric (height and weight) measures.
The individual designated by the household members as the household head provided
responses to questions on general household information, or indicated which member would
know the answer. If the household head was not available, a member of the household who was
able to provide information on household affairs was selected. In most sections of the
questionnaire, each member of the household was asked to respond for himself or herself, except
that parents were allowed to respond for younger children.
The household questionnaire was completed in two interviews two weeks apart: Sections
0-8, 16A, 17A and 17C were conducted in the first interview.22 Sections 9-15, 16B and 17B
were conducted in the second interview. The survey was designed so that more sensitive issues
such as fertility and savings were discussed near the end. The content of each module is briefly
described below.

21. Additional community level data were collected through a health and family planning facilities questionnaire,
a pharmacy questionnaire, and a school questionnaire. Additional household and individual level data relevant to
education were also collected, including testing of household member's mathematics, reading and abstract thinking
skills. These exercises are not at all prototypical and are thus not described in this annex.

22. Sections 17A, 17B, and 17C apply only to those households in the 1988-89 survey that participated in the
collection of cognitive skill test score data.
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I. FIRST INTERVIEW
Section 0 SURVEY INFORMATION
OA HOUSEHOLDHEADAND RESPONDENTINFORMATION
OB SUMMARYOF SURVEYRESULTS
OC OBSERVATIONS
ANDCOMMENTS

The date of the interview, the religion and language of the household head, the language
used by the respondent and other technical information related to the interview are noted.
Section 1 HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
IA HOUSEHOLDROSTER
IB INFORMATION
ON PARENTSOF HOUSEHOLDMEMBERS
IC CHILDRENRESIDINGELSEWHERE

The roster in Section 1A lists the age, sex, marital status and relation to household head
of all people who spent the previous night in that household and for other household members.
The household head is listed first and receives personal id # 1. Household members were
defined to include "all the people who normally live and eat their meals together in this
dwelling." Those who were absent more than nine of the last twelve months were excluded,
except for the head of the household and infants less than three months old. An historical
calendar prepared for the 1984 population census was used to help respondents accurately date
births and other long-ago events for which documentation could not be produced.
Information on schooling and occupation for non-resident (including deceased) parents
of household members and on the age, sex, and schooling of (currently living) non-resident
children of household members were collected in Sections lB and 1C, respectively.
Section 2 HOUSING
2A TYPE OF DWELLING
2B HOUSING EXPENSES

Section 2A contains the type of dwelling and years at current residence. Household
expenses, including rent and utilities, source of water, cooking fuel and light, and type of toilet
are in Section 2B.
Section 3 SCHOOLING
31 ATTENDANCE
311EXPENSES

In Section 31, data were collected for each household member 5 years or older on selfreported literacy and numeracy, school attendance, completion and current enrollment. For all
individuals who attended school during the past 12 months, data were collected on expenses,
scholarships, and distance and travel time to school in Section 311. The translation of the highest
grade completed into the number of years of schooling is provided in Appendix F.
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Section4 HEALTH
Individualmembersand parents of children were asked to respond to the health questions
in Section4. The respondentreported on at most one illness or injury, if any, sustained in the
last four weeks, the type, locationand cost of any care sought, and the amount spent in the last
twelve months on vaccinations, Maternal and Child Health or other health consultations.
Women age 15 and older were asked how many live births they have had.
Section 5 ECONOMICACTIVITIES
5A
5B
SC
5D

TIME USE AND JOB SEARCH
MAIN JOB DURING THE PAST SEVEN DAYS
SECONDARY JOB DURING THE PAST SEVEN DAYS
SEARCH FOR ADDITIONAL EMPLOYMENT

5E MAINJOB DURINGTHE PASTTWELVEMONTHS
SF EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
SG SECONDARY JOB DURING THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS
5H OTHER ACTIVITIES

All individuals age seven and older were asked to respond to the economic activity
questionsin Section5, beginningwith the questionson the nature of their work in the last seven
days. For persons that did not work in last seven days, data were collected on job search,
reservation wage, and reason for not seeking employment. For work in last seven days,
informationwas collectedon hours, length of employment,type of employer, taxes, distanceand
travel time to work, money and in kind compensation,and benefits. Similar questions were
asked on the secondaryjob in the last seven days. Questionswere asked on search for additional
employment,includingthe kind of work soughtand the lowest acceptablewage. If main work
in the last twelve months was different from the main or secondaryjob in the last seven days,
the completeset of questions was answeredfor that work as well. Type of work and years of
experience at any work prior to that of the main job in the last twelve months were collected.
Again, if there was a secondaryjob in the last twelvemonths differentfrom the other jobs, data
on work conditionsand compensationwere collected. Days and hours spent doing household
chores were collected for each householdmember age seven and older.
Section 6 MIGRATION
All householdmembersage seven or older also respondedto the questionson migration
in Section 6: If not born at current residence, was place of birth a village, town, city, or other?
How old were the individualswhen they left? What was the main reason for leaving? What
was the main reason for coming to the current place of residence? From what region did the
person come to the current place, was it a village, town or city? In how many places has the
person lived for periods of more than three months in his or her life?
Section 7 RESPONDENTSCHOSENFOR ROUND TWO (the second interview)
In Section 7, the principal respondent was asked to identify 1) the household member
who knows the most about all the agriculturaland livestockactivities of the household, 2) the
household memberwho shopsfor food and 3) the householdmember who knows the most about
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the other householdexpenses, income and savingsof householdmembers. The respondentwas
also asked to identify the three most importantbusinessesand trades belongingto the household.
Finally, a woman was selectedat random from among the womenin the householdbetween the
ages of 15 and 50 to respond to the fertility module. All these women would then be
interviewedin the second round (interview)of the survey.
Section 8 CHARACTERISTICSOF HOUSING
Section 8 notes the constructionmaterial of the household's dwelling's walls, flooring,
roof and windows, and the floor area in square meters.

H. SECOND INTERVIEW
Section 9 AGRO-PASTORALACTIVITIES
9A LAND
9B CROPS
9C AGE OF TREE CROPS
9D FARM INPUTS
9E SALES OF FOOD PRODUCTS MADE FROM HOMEGROWN CROPS
9F LIVESTOCK
9G ANIMAL PRODUCTS
9H EXTENSION CONTACTS FOR LIVESTOCK
91 LIVESTOCK EXPENDITURES
9J HAND TOOLS
9K FARMING EQUIPMENT

In Section9 the respondentwas the householdmember identifiedin Section7 as the one
most knowledgeableabout the household'sagriculturaland pastoral activities. Most questions
refer to the past twelve months. Becauseinterviewswere conducted throughout the year, the
prior twelve months differs among households. This also means that crop production (harvest)
over that time period may be from the previous agricultural cycle while the inputs correspond
to the current agricultural cycle. Section 9A covers land owned, rented and cultivated by the
household,land sales, gifts and trades, and land sharecroppedin and out. Section 9B collects
information on acreage, production, distribution, loss to pests and market value of 32 crops.
Section 9C notes the proportion of tree crops in each of the three categories: 1) too young to
produce, 2) in full production, and 3) near the end of productive life. Section9D surveys farm
inputs, includingseeds, young plants, fertilizer, manure, herbicidesand insecticides,and twine
and sacks. Information was collected on the amounts used, costs, and source of credit for
purchase. Informationon expensesfor transport, storage, paid labor, rented animals, fuel, and
machinery rental and repair was also collected. Sharecropping in and out, including the
proportion of harvest exchanged,were also noted, as was contact with an extensionagent.
Section 9E contains informationon processing of homegrowncrops for sale. Who did
the processing? For how many months of the year? How often was it sold? How much was
it sold for? How much was spent on tools, transport and labor? Section 9F contains data on
the value, sale, consumptionand purchase of livestock in the last twelve months. Section 9G
asks about the processing for sale of animal products producedby the household, includingthe
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value of the amount sold. Contact with animal husbandryor veterinary extensionworkers in
the past twelve monthsis covered in section9H. Expenditureson, and source of, suppliesand
services for livestockare noted in Section9I. Ownershipof hand tools is surveyed in Section
9J. Section 9K surveys ownership, value, sale and purchase of heavier farm machinery
includingtractors, ploughs, cart, vehicles and draft bullocks.
Section 10 NON-FARMSELF-EMPLOYMENT
IOA WORKING CONDITIONS
1OB EXPENDITURES
IOC REVENUES
IOD BUSINESS ASSETS

Section 10 gathers data on Non-Farm Self-Employmentfor the three most important
enterprises operated by the household. The respondent for each enterprise is the household
member most familiar with its operation (as identifiedin Section7). Data are gathered on the
ownership, number of employees,and type of employeecompensationfor each enterprise. For
each business, expendituresover the last twelve months on wages, raw materials,and taxes are
collected. The respondentwas asked how much, in money and goods, was received from sales
and how much of the enterprise's product was consumed by the household since the first
interview. Informationon ownership, sales and purchases of assets--buildings,land, vehicles,
tools and durable goods-- in the last twelve months is also collected.
Section 11 NON-FOODEXPENDITURES& INVENTORYOF DURABLEGOODS
I IA DAILY EXPENSES
I lB ANNUAL EXPENSES
IIC INVENTORY OF DURABLE GOODS
I ID EXPENSES FOR REMITTANCES

Section 11 collects informationon householdexpendituresfrom the household member
identified in Section 7 as the one most able to answer non-food expenditure questions.
Respondentswere asked to recall the amount spent since the first interview (approximatelytwo
weeks) on daily expenses such as lottery tickets, cigarettes, soap, personal care products,
cooking fuel, matchesand candles, and gasoline. Expenditureson other goods, both in the last
two weeks and the last twelve months, were collectedfor shoes, cloth, clothing repairs, public
transport, paper supplies, furniture, kitchen equipment, medical services, domestic servants,
jewelry, entertainmentand other goods (see householdquestionnaire). Purchase price, length
of ownershipand resale value of durable goods owned were collectedin Section 11C. Relation
and locationof the recipients of remittancessent out of the householdwere notedin Section 1ID
(remittancesreceived by the householdare recorded in Section 14A). Susu contributionsare
recorded in this section as an expense. ("Susu" is a rotating savings scheme in which
participantscontributea fixed sum regularly. The total is then allocatedamong the participants
in turn.) Income from susu is recorded in Section 14.

Section 12 FOOD EXPENSESAND HOME PRODUCTION
12A FOOD EXPENSES
12B CONSUMPTION OF HOME PRODUCTION
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In Section 12A the amounts spent since the first interview(about two weeks)on 60 food
items were collected. In addition, questionswere asked on the number of months the item was
purchasedduring the past twelve months, the frequencyof purchases within a month, and the
amount spent each time were collected for the same 60 food items. This allows for a rough
calculationof annual expenditure. Section 12Basks the amount consumedand market value of
foods grown or raised by the householdin the last twelve months.
Section 13 FERTILITY
13A FERTILrTY HISTORY
13B FAMILY PLANNING

In each householdon woman, randomly selected as explained in Section 7, responded
to the questionsin Section 13. The woman was asked if she had been pregnant and, if so, had
she given birth. Women who respond that they have are asked the birth date and sex of all
children they have given birth to, includingthose who did not survive. If the child is not alive
the womanis asked how long it survived. The woman is asked about the birth and breastfeeding
of her last child, the age at which she started cohabiting, and the number of miscarriagesshe
has had. Section 13Bgathers informationon knowledge,use, sourceand cost of six modem and
six traditional methodsof family planning.
Section 14 OTHER INCOME
14A INCOME FROM REMITTANCES
14B MISCELLANEOUS INCOME

Section 14 collectsdata on money and goods that come into the householdas remittances
or from other sources such as employee welfare funds, dowries or susu.
Section 15 CREDIT AND SAVING
15A MONEY AND GOODS LENT AND BORROWED
15B LOANS CONTRACTED
15C SAVINGS

Section 15 collects informationon the amount of indebtednessof household membersto
peopleor institutionsoutside the household. If moneyor goods have been borrowed and repaid
by any householdmember in the last twelve monthsthen the details of those loans are collected.
Information includes the source and amount of loan, interest, side payments, collateral,
repayment schedule, reason for borrowing, and number of loans from the same source. The
household is asked to list the location of its savings, if any, including bank, housing saving
bank, rural savings bank, foreign currency account, other bank accounts, bonds, stocks and
home. The total value of all savingsaccounts is noted.
Section 16 ANTHROPOMETRICS
16A ROUND ONE
16B ROUND TWO

Anthropometric measurements are done for each household member. Section 16A
measurementswere takenin the RoundOneinterviewand Section 16Bmeasurementswere taken
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in the Round Two interview. Data were collected on the household member's sex, date of
measurement, weight and height. It was also noted if female respondents were pregnant or
breastfeeding. The survey was designed so that 20 percent of the respondents, including those
whose measurements deviated substantially from the norm, would be re-measured and reweighed in Round Two. Due do a data-entry program error not connected with the accuracy
of the data, the majority of respondents were re-weighed and re-measured in the first three
months of the first year. The error was subsequently corrected.
Community Questionnaire
A Community questionnaire was administered by the team supervisor and completed with
the help of village chiefs, teachers, government officials and health care workers. Supervisors
were instructed to conduct interviews for all rural areas and in other areas where agricultural
pursuits were followed. The questionnaires were completed for almost all rural, most semiurban clusters and one urban cluster. (Cluster refers to a group of 16, 32 or 48 households
within one geographic area that were surveyed. Cluster is explained in Section 3 of this
document.) Where the households in one cluster were located in more than one distinct
community, questionnaires were completed for each community. In those cases, each
community questionnaire contains a list indicating which of the households in that cluster belong
to that community. Data were collected on a variety of topics as discussed below.
Section 1 (DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION) includes the population of the community,
a list of principal ethnic groups and religions, the length of time the community has existed and
whether or not it has grown. Section 2 (ECONOMY AND INFRASTRUCTURE) questions
include a list of principal economic activities, access to a motorable road, electricity, pipe-borne
water, restaurant or food stall, post office, bank, daily market and public transport. There are
also questions on employment, migration for jobs, and the existence of community development
projects. Section 3 (EDUCATION) asks distance to primary and middle schools. For up to
three primary schools, the nearest middle school and the nearest secondary school, information
is obtained on whether it is public or private, whether it is for boys or girls, or both, how many
classes there are, and when it was built. Enrollment rates and reasons why children do not
attend school are also collected. Section 4 (HEALTH) collects data on distance and travel time
to the nearest of each of several types of health workers (doctor, nurse, pharmacist, midwife,
family planning worker, community health worker, traditional birth attendant and traditional
healer) and each type of several types of health facilities (hospital, dispensary, pharmacy,
maternity home, health post and family planning clinic).
The questions in Section 5

(AGRICULTURE)include the type of crops grown in the community,how oftenand when they
are planted and harvested, and how the harvest is generally sold. This section also includes
questions on the availabilityof an extensioncenter, agriculturalcooperatives,and machinery,
and questionson the use of pesticidesand irrigation. Qualitativedata on the last year's rainfall,
the local land market, the prevalenceof sharecropping,and agriculturalwages in the community
are also gathered.
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In several sections respondents were asked to list the problems experienced by the
community. The responses were noted and codes were assignedafter all the questionnaireshad
been entered. These codes are provided in Section 3 of Appendix G. In clusters that were
surveyedin both years of the GLSS (1987-88and 1988-89),the communityquestionnairewas
not administeredin the second year.
Price Questionnaire
A Price questionnairewas to be completed for each cluster. Prices from up to three
vendors are collected for 28 food, 6 pharmaceuticaland 13 other non-food items. The items
were selectedbecause they are importantin most householdbudgets and becausethey are usually
availablein most areas of the country. Weighingscales were used to determine the exact weight
of food items.
In clusters that contained more than one locality, a questionnairewas completedfor the
market closest to each locality. The price questionnairewas administeredin both years to half
of the clusters that were surveyedin both 1987-88and 1988-89.
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Annex B: Addresses of Statistical Agencies
Requests for permission to use LSMS data for specific countries should include a description of the intended
research and should be directed to:
Bolivia

Guyana

Nicaragua

Executive Director
Instituto Nacional de Estadfsticas
Plaza M. Guzman Aspiazu No. 1
La Paz
BOLIVIA
tel (591-2-39-24-41)

Lennox Benjamin
Guyana Bureau of Statistics
Brickdam and Avenue of the
Republic
Georgetown
GUYANA

Cote d'lwire

Jamaica

Guessan-Bi
Directeur
Institut National de la Statistique
B.P. V55
Abidjan
COTE D'IVOIRE
tel (225-21-44-01)

Pauline Knight, Director
Social and Manpower Planning
Division
Planning Institute of Jamaica
8 Ocean Boulevard
Kingston
JAMAICA
tel (809-967-3949/50)
fax (809-967-3688)

Pablo Pereira, Minister
Ministry of Economy
and Development
or
Lic. Carlos Gabuardi, Director
Instituto Nacional de
Estadfsticas y Censos
Managua
NICARAGUA
tel (505-2-666-178)
fax (505-2-662-031)

Ecuador
Econ. Jorge Viteri
Servicio Ecuatoriana de
CapacitacionProfesional (SECAP)
Calle Jose Arizaga y Londres
Diagonal Avenida Amazones
Quito
ECUADOR
tel (593-2-467-470)
fax (593-2-467470)
Ghana
Dr. Kwaku A. Twum-Baah
Ghana Statistical Service
Ministry of Finance
P.O. Box 1098
Accra
GHANA
tel (233-21-665-441 x6467)

Mauritania
Mon. Sidna Ould Ndah
Directeur General Adjoint
Institut National de la Statistique
Noakchott, Mauritania
tel (222-25503)
Morocco
Mohamed Abzahd
Direction de Ia Statistique
B.P. 178
Rabat
MOROCCO
tel (212-7-77-33-63)
fax (212-7-77-30-42)
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Vietnam
Tran Ngoc Trang
Commissioner of Leadership
State Planning Committee
2 Hoang Van Thu Street
Hanoi
VIETNAM
tel (84-4-258-241)
fax (84-4-232494)
Venezuela
Miguel Bolivar, General Director
Oficiana Central de Estad(sticas
y Informatica (OCEI)
Avda. Boyaca
Edif. Fundacion La Salle,
Mariperez
Aptdo. de Correos 4593
San Martin, Caracas 101
VENEZUELA
tel (58-2-782-1133)
or (58-2-782-1167)
or (58-2-782-1212)
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